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Bihemispheric transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is thought to upregulate excitability of the primary motor cortex (M1) using
anodal stimulation while concurrently downregulating contralateral M1 using cathodal stimulation. This “dual” tDCS method enhances
motor learning in healthy subjects and facilitates motor recovery after stroke. However, its impact on motor system activity and connec-
tivity remains unknown. Therefore, we assessed neural correlates of dual and unihemispheric anodal tDCS effects in 20 healthy older
subjects in a randomized, sham-controlled study using a cross-over design. Participants underwent tDCS and simultaneous functional
magnetic resonance imaging during a choice reaction time task and at rest. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) allowed us to relate potential
functional changes to structural parameters. The resting-state analysis demonstrated that, compared with sham, both dual and anodal
tDCS decreased connectivity of right hippocampus and M1 (contralateral to the anode position) while increasing connectivity in the left
prefrontal cortex. Notably, dual but not anodal tDCS enhanced connectivity of the left dorsal posterior cingulate cortex. Furthermore,
dual tDCS yielded stronger activations in bilateral M1 compared with anodal tDCS when participants used either their left or right hand
during the motor task. The corresponding tDCS-induced changes in laterality of activations were related to the microstructural status of
transcallosal motor fibers. In conclusion, our results suggest that the impact of bihemispheric tDCS cannot be explained by mere add-on
effects of anodal and concurrent cathodal stimulation, but rather by complex network modulations involving interhemispheric interac-
tions and areas associated with motor control in the dorsal posterior cingulate cortex.

Introduction
Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a noninvasive
brain stimulation technique that has been successfully used to
transiently modulate cortical excitability (Nitsche and Paulus,
2001) and induce long-lasting behavioral changes (Reis et al.,
2009). Depending on its polarity, tDCS causes a depolarization
(anode) or hyperpolarization (cathode) of neuronal membranes
(Nitsche and Paulus, 2000) with after-effects that are mediated by
calcium-dependent plasticity of the glutamatergic system
(Nitsche et al., 2003). Performance-independent tDCS effects on
the primary motor cortex (M1) have been studied extensively
using electrophysiological parameters to quantify effect sizes and
the time course of tDCS-induced changes (Nitsche and Paulus,
2011). In addition, functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) at rest and during task performance has been used to
investigate correlates of unihemispheric M1 stimulation
(Baudewig et al., 2001; Stagg et al., 2009; Alon et al., 2011; Antal et

al., 2011; Kwon and Jang, 2011; Polania et al., 2011b,c). Modula-
tions of resting-state functional connectivity caused by tDCS ap-
pear to depend on the site of stimulation and other factors such as
stimulation durations, making it virtually impossible to draw a
conclusive overall picture so far due to the different designs used
in previous studies. With regard to task-related activity, some
studies did not detect significant tDCS-induced changes in M1 of
either hemisphere during anodal or cathodal stimulation (Antal
et al., 2011), whereas other studies demonstrated an increase in
task-related activity as an after-effect of anodal stimulation (Stagg
et al., 2009) or a decrease as an after-effect of cathodal stimulation
(Baudewig et al., 2001). Remote effects in nonprimary motor
areas and association cortices seem to be even more variable.
However, small sample sizes and a wide spectrum of stimulation
durations and intensities make it difficult to directly compare the
results.

In addition to unihemispheric stimulation, bihemispheric or
“dual” tDCS of left and right M1 has been described to enhance
motor learning in healthy subjects (Vines et al., 2008) and to
facilitate motor recovery in the chronic phase after stroke (Lin-
denberg et al., 2010, 2012a; Bolognini et al., 2011). This approach
presumably upregulates M1 using anodal stimulation while
downregulating the contralateral M1 with concurrent cathodal
stimulation (Vines et al., 2008). However, direct comparisons of
unihemispheric anodal versus dual stimulation are scarce, and
the mechanisms underlying dual tDCS effects on motor system
activity and functional connectivity have not yet been examined.
Therefore, in this randomized sham-controlled study, we as-
sessed neural correlates of bihemispheric and unihemispheric
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tDCS using a cross-over design. We hypothesized that both active
tDCS conditions would exert similar effects on task-related and
resting-state fMRI in the left hemisphere due to identical anode
placements (upregulation of activity and strengthening of con-
nections, compared with sham). In contrast, we expected more
pronounced dual effects in the right hemisphere due to varied
cathode placements (downregulation of activity and functional
uncoupling). Because older individuals suffering from stroke or
cognitive impairment are the main target group in present and
future clinical tDCS trials, a group of healthy older adults was
chosen.

Materials and Methods
Twenty healthy older subjects participated in this study (10 women;
mean age � SD 68.2 � 5.0 years; range 61–77). They were all right-
handed according to the Edinburgh inventory (Oldfield, 1971). None of
the subjects reported use of psychoactive medication or recreational
drugs, and none of them had a history of neurological or psychiatric
disorders. Using the neuropsychological test battery of the Consortium
to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease (CERAD-Plus; www.
memoryclinic.ch), we assured normal cognitive functioning in all partic-
ipants (scores within � 1.5 SD of the mean for the CERAD normative
sample in all subtests).

In a crossover within-subjects design, subjects participated in three
identical MRI sessions with concurrent dual, anodal or sham tDCS, sep-
arated by at least 1 week to prevent carry-over effects. The order of
stimulation conditions was balanced across the group so that each order
was used for 3– 4 participants. The study was approved by the local ethics
committee, conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki,
and written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Transcranial direct current stimulation. Direct current was delivered
through a battery-driven MRI-compatible stimulator (DC-Stimulator
Plus, NeuroConn) positioned outside the scanner room. Filter boxes
(absorbing radio frequency noise) inside and outside the scanner room
were placed between stimulator and electrodes, and cables were
equipped with 5 k� resistors as described previously (Antal et al., 2011;
Meinzer et al., 2012). The anode was inserted in a 5 � 7 cm 2 saline-
soaked synthetic sponge and centered over left M1 according to position
C3 of the 10 –20 EEG system in all stimulation conditions. For dual
stimulation, the cathode was placed over the right M1, according to
position C4 (cf. Lindenberg et al., 2010). In the anodal condition, the
cathode served as a reference electrode (10 � 10 cm 2) placed over the
contralateral supraorbital region. In the sham condition, the electrode
setup was pseudo-randomly assigned to participants (either “dual” or
“anodal”) and balanced across the group. Correct electrode placement
was verified on the T1-weighted images in every subject. In all conditions
the current was increased over 10 s, eliciting an initial transient tingling
sensation on the scalp. During sham stimulation, the current was turned
off after 30 s. During active stimulation, a current of 1 mA was constantly
delivered for 30 min during resting-state and task-related fMRI. In the
sham condition, fMRI commenced after the current was turned off. In
between resting-state (5 min) and choice reaction time task (10 min),
subjects participated in an overt semantic word-retrieval task (10 min).
During the latter task, participants were presented with six categories and
asked to generate 10 different exemplars for each category (for a detailed
description, see Meinzer et al., 2012).

MRI parameters. All participants underwent MRI using a 3-tesla Sie-
mens Trio MR-System at the Berlin Center for Advanced Neuroimaging.
We used a T2*-sensitive echo-planar imaging sequence covering the
whole brain for task-related BOLD fMRI (TR/TA � 2000 ms, TE � 30
ms, flip angle: 90°, 32 transverse slices, gap: 0.75 mm, interleaved acqui-
sition, voxel size: 3 � 3 � 3 mm 3; 306 volumes), and for resting-state
BOLD-fMRI (TR/TA � 2300 ms, TE � 30 ms, flip angle: 90°, 34 trans-
verse slices, no gap, interleaved acquisition, acquisition matrix: 64 � 64,
voxel size: 3 � 3 � 4 mm 3; 150 volumes). A T1-weighted sequence was
acquired to facilitate normalization (TR/TA � 1900 ms, TE � 2.52 ms,
192 sagittal slices; isotropic voxels, size 1 mm 3). An additional fluid
attenuated inversion recovery sequence helped excluding structural ab-

normalities in all participants. Finally, we obtained a diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) sequence to compare functional results with measures of
structural connectivity (TR � 7500 ms, TE � 86 ms, 61 axial slices, voxel
size: 2.3 � 2.3 � 2.3 mm 3; 64 directions with a b value of 1000 s/mm 2 and
10 b0). Although fMRI and T1-weighted sequences were acquired de
novo in all three sessions, subjects underwent DTI only during the
sham condition to prevent potential tDCS-induced changes in DTI
parameters.

Choice reaction time task. Similar to a previous study (Kloppel et al.,
2007), subjects were presented with three different symbols in the center
of the visual field and instructed to respond with button presses using
either their right or left index fingers, or to withhold a response (no-go
condition). The symbols carried no directional information (triangle,
square, and hexagon). Symbols were shown for 1000 ms, followed by a
blank screen of variable duration. Each symbol was presented 52 times,
and there were 52 null events (blank screen) interspersed among the
visual cues. The order of events and interstimulus intervals (ISI) were
randomized. We used a jittered ISI ranging between 2000 and 5600 ms
with an exponential distribution of ISI durations (more short than long
ISIs), resulting in a task duration of 604 s (i.e., 302 EPI volumes). Subjects
practiced the task before entering the scanner room for �5 min. We
deliberately chose this simple visually cued choice reaction time task
(Kloppel et al., 2007) to prevent potential tDCS-induced behavioral ef-
fects because we intended to detect activity changes caused by the stim-
ulation that could not be explained by performance.

Task-related fMRI data analysis. For the analysis of task-related fMRI
data, SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London,
UK) implemented in MATLAB (Mathworks) was used. Preprocessing
comprised motion correction, spatial normalization, and spatial
smoothing with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm (FWHM). Before estimation
of the statistical model a high-pass filter of 128 s was applied.

The effects of all three sessions were determined in a single event
related-model at the individual subject level to account for session-
specific effects. The design matrix for the statistical analysis comprised
four covariates-of-interest (left tap, right tap, no-go, null) as well as
covariates-of-no-interest (movement parameters). The onset of the re-
gressors “left tap” and “right tap” was set to the button presses, whereas
the onset of the regressor “no-go” was set to the stimulus presentation.
Errors (omissions or false alarms) were modeled as additional regressors;
therefore, the analysis comprised only correct trials. Contrasts of interest
were estimated for each subject and session (left tap or right tap or no-go
versus implicit baseline), and entered into a random effects group anal-
ysis with “subject” as random factor. Due to excessive movement one
subject had to be excluded from the analysis.

In addition to whole brain statistics, we conducted region-of-interest
(ROI) analyses using the Anatomy Toolbox (Eickhoff et al., 2005) imple-
mented in SPM8. We extracted mean � values of primary motor cortices
(Brodmann area, BA 4p, which comprised the center of clusters asso-
ciated with left and right tap) and premotor areas (BA 6) bilaterally
for the three contrasts of interest in all three imaging sessions. Differ-
ences of contrast-specific � values between sessions were analyzed using
repeated-measure ANOVAs with post hoc pairwise comparisons
(Bonferroni-corrected).

Even though the analysis of data acquired during the verbal fluency
task was beyond the scope of this paper, we also assessed the impact of
the two active stimulation conditions versus sham on M1 activity
during this task using the same ROIs as above (for a detailed descrip-
tion, see Meinzer et al., 2012). This analysis explored whether potential
effects of tDCS on motor activity during the language task may explain
effects observed during the subsequent motor task (cf. Antal et al., 2007).
Two subjects had to be excluded in this analysis due to movement arti-
facts during the overt word generation (the same subject excluded in the
motor task and an additional subject).

Resting-state data analysis. We analyzed the resting-state fMRI data
using eigenvector centrality mapping (ECM), an established graph-
theory based approach implemented in LIPSIA (Lohmann et al., 2010).
In short, ECM allows for a quantitative characterization of network
structures by determining the interconnectedness of central brain re-
gions (“hubs”) across the entire brain without requiring any a priori
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assumptions (Bonacich, 2007). This characterization comprises eigen-
vector centrality values, which are assigned to each voxel according to its
connection strength to other voxels central within a network; higher
values indicate stronger connections (Lohmann et al., 2010; Taubert et
al., 2011). In line with previous work from our group (Meinzer et al.,
2012), we were specifically interested in low-frequency fluctuations,
which have been shown to be valuable for assessing interregional depen-
dencies (Salvador et al., 2005). Preprocessing steps included motion cor-
rection, spatial normalization to the Lipsia template (voxel size 3 � 3 �
3 mm 3), bandpass filtering at 1/90 s, and spatial smoothing with a Gauss-
ian kernel of 6 mm.

To specifically analyze gray matter structures, we used the binary mask
of a study-specific template created with FMRIB Software Library (FSL)
via segmentation of the T1-weighted images (Smith et al., 2004). Voxel-
wise spectral coherence analyses were conducted on a single subject level
for frequency intervals of 0.03– 0.06 Hz for the two active tDCS and sham
conditions separately (Meinzer et al., 2012). After z-transformation of
the resulting matrices to obtain a Gaussian normal distribution (Lohm-
ann et al., 2010), the spectral bands were averaged on an individual basis,
and the resulting mean images were compared between the three stimu-
lation conditions by whole-brain pairwise t tests. Clusters were consid-
ered significant at p � 0.05, corrected for multiple-comparisons using a
Monte-Carlo simulation (Lohmann et al., 2010).

Probabilistic tractography and correlations with fMRI. FSL was used for
preprocessing and fiber tracking (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). We
applied a 3D affine registration to correct for eddy currents and head
motion, performed brain extraction, and calculated a probability distri-
bution of fiber directions for each voxel, allowing estimates of two direc-
tions per voxel (Behrens et al., 2007). Because we were specifically
interested in connections between M1 hand areas, we chose an approach
described previously (Wahl et al., 2007): cubic ROIs were drawn on the
individual fractional anisotropy (FA) images in native diffusion space in
the white matter underlying the hand knob, and connections between
those ROIs were tracked from left to right and vice versa. Sagittal exclu-
sion masks were placed along the midline dorsal to the corpus callosum
and axial exclusion masks caudal to the corpus callosum. To test for
specificity, we additionally reconstructed the pyramidal tract in both
hemispheres using a seed region in the anterior pons as well as waypoint
masks in the ipsilateral posterior limb of the internal capsule and the
cubic subcortical white matter ROIs also used for tracing transcallosal
connections (Lindenberg et al., 2012b; Ruber et al., 2012). The resulting
probabilistic streamlines were constrained to voxels with �10% of the
individual tract-specific connection probability, and binarized to define
tract masks. The masks of left–right and right–left streamlines were then
merged to extract tract-specific FA in native space (only non-zero values)
for correlation analyses of DTI and fMRI parameters.

Correlation between structure and function. To assess whether some of
the variance in expected tDCS-induced modulations of fMRI activation
patterns would be explained by the microstructural status of transcallosal
motor fibers, we conducted correlation analyses between extracted FA
values and the change in laterality indices (LI) of left and right tap. The
following equation was used to calculate LI (Seghier, 2008): LI � (con-
tralateral � ipsilateral) / (�contralateral� 	 �ipsilateral�), where “con-
tralateral” and “ipsilateral” refer to � values extracted from M1
contralateral or ipsilateral to the moving hand. The resulting values range
between �1 and 1 with positive values indicating stronger activation of
the M1 contralateral to the moving hand, and negative values indicating
stronger activation of the M1 ipsilateral to the moving hand. tDCS-
induced changes in laterality were then defined as: LIdual � LIsham and
LIanodal � LIsham to perform the above correlation analyses.

Results
No adverse effects were reported by the subjects or observed by
the investigators during or after the stimulation. Subjects were
not able to differentiate between the active and sham stimulation
conditions, as indicated by questionnaire.

Choice reaction time task: behavioral analysis
Repeated-measure ANOVAs demonstrated that there was no ef-
fect of stimulation condition on the number of errors [left tap:
F(2,36) � 0.174, p � 0.841; tap right: F(2,36) � 0.453, p � 0.639; no-go:
F(2,36) � 1.481, p � 0.241] or reaction times [left tap: F(2,36) � 1.567, p �
0.223; right tap: F(2,36) � 0.889, p � 0.420]. These results are in line with
previous studies that used simple motor tasks (Kloppel et al., 2007) and
allowed us to investigate the neural correlates of stimulation without
interaction with behavioral effects.

Task-related fMRI
The whole brain analyses revealed a highly consistent pattern of
activation clusters across the three stimulation conditions (Fig.
1). We thus report the results of a conjunction analyses [dual �
anodal � sham] in the following (Nichols et al., 2005). When
subjects tapped with their right index fingers, clusters were found
in left M1 and SMA as well as in the left fusiform gyrus. Left tap
yielded most prominent clusters in the right M1 and SMA as well
as additional left-hemisphere clusters in the inferior parietal lob-
ule, fusiform gyrus, and dorsal premotor cortex (PMd). In the
no-go condition, positive activation changes involved bilateral
inferior and middle occipital gyri (all p � 0.05, FWE-corrected on
the voxel level). A more lenient threshold revealed additional
clusters in the left SMA and inferior parietal lobule (p � 0.001,
uncorrected).

The ROI analysis (Fig. 2) demonstrated that cortical activa-
tions during right tap showed an effect of stimulation condition
in right BA 4 [F(2,36) � 4.505, p � 0.018]. Post hoc tests applying
Bonferroni correction revealed a difference between dual and
anodal stimulation with higher � values during dual tDCS (p �
0.046), but no differences between dual and sham stimulation
(p � 0.345) or anodal and sham stimulation (p � 0.415). In the
left BA 4, no tDCS-induced differences were found when subjects
tapped with their right index fingers [F(2,36) � 2.157, p � 0.130].

For left tap, an effect of stimulation became apparent in both
right BA 4 [F(2,36) � 5.478, p � 0.008] and in left BA 4 [F(2,36) �
3.711, p � 0.034]. Post hoc pairwise comparisons using Bonfer-
roni correction demonstrated higher � values of dual compared
with anodal stimulation bilaterally (left BA 4, p � 0.034; right BA
4, p � 0.008). No differences were found between � values of
anodal and sham stimulation in left BA 4 (p � 0.128) or right BA
4 (p � 0.197). Similarly, no differences between dual and sham
stimulation became apparent in left BA 4 (p � 1.000) or right BA
4 (p � 0.632).

Figure 1. Whole brain conjunction analyses [dual � anodal � sham]. Results of the task-
related analysis; surface renderings of clusters associated with (A) right and (B) left index finger
tap compared with the implicit baseline (blank screen). Images are thresholded at p � 0.05,
corrected for family-wise error. L, Left; R, right hemisphere.
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Neither right tap (all p � 0.54) nor left tap (all p � 0.05)
yielded significant differences between the stimulation condi-
tions in left or right BA 6. Furthermore, no effect of stimulation
was found in BA 4 or BA 6 in either hemisphere for the no-go
condition (all p � 0.11).

With regard to the word-retrieval task, no effect of stimulation
was observed in BA 4 in either hemisphere (left: F(2,34) � 0.372,
p � 0.692; right: F(2,34) � 0.929, p � 0.405) or BA 6 (left: F(2,34) �
1.339, p � 0.276; right: F(2,34) � 1.474, p � 0.243). None of the
post hoc comparisons yielded significant results (all p � 0.28,
Bonferroni-corrected).

Association between DTI parameters and tDCS-induced
functional changes
Correlation analyses between FA values of transcallosal connec-
tions and tDCS-induced LI change yielded significant results for
left tap (dual: r � 0.47, p � 0.043; anodal: r � 0.73, p � 0.001),
whereas FA values did not correlate with LI changes during right
tap (dual: r � 0.05, p � 0.840; anodal: r � 0.07, p� 0.696) (Fig. 3).
tDCS-induced LI changes differed between dual and anodal con-
ditions for right tap (t(18) � �2.98, p � 0.008), but not for left tap
(t(18) � 0.50, p � 0.620).

There were no significant correlations between LI changes and
FA values of pyramidal tracts in either hemisphere. In more de-
tail, LI change during dual tDCS did not correlate with FA of left
(left tap: r � 0.039, p � 0.875; right tap: r � 0.021, p � 0.731) or
right pyramidal tracts (left tap: r � 0.085, p � 0.731; right tap: r �
�0.076, p � 0.759). Similarly, anodal tDCS-induced LI change
did not correlate with FA of left (left tap: r � 0.385, p � 0.104;
right tap: r � 0.219, p � 0.389) or right pyramidal tracts (left tap:
r � 0.301, p � 0.210; right tap: r � 0.186, p � 0.445).

Resting-state fMRI
The resting-state data analysis demonstrated specific differences
of low-frequency fluctuations between the three stimulation con-
ditions. Comparing dual with sham stimulation, clusters of sig-
nificantly higher ECM values were found in bilateral dorsolateral
prefrontal cortices (DLPFC) and adjacent PMd, in the left dorsal
posterior cingulate cortex (dPCC) and temporoparieto-occipital
junction during dual tDCS. In contrast, dual tDCS induced a
reduction of ECM values in the right frontal and parietal opercu-
lum, bilateral hippocampi/parahippocampal gyri and the cere-
bellum when compared with sham (Table 1; Fig. 4).

The comparison of anodal with sham stimulation yielded
clusters of higher ECM values in the left supplementary motor are
(SMA), left DLPFC (extending to the ipsilateral rostral frontal
area), the left temporoparieto-occipital junction, and the right
cuneus during unihemispheric anodal stimulation. Reduced
ECM values were found in the right sensorimotor cortex, the left
anterior/middle cingulate gyrus, right insula (extending to the
ipsilateral parietal operculum), and bilaterally in the hippocam-
pus and parahippocampal gyrus when anodal was compared with
sham tDCS (Table 1; Fig. 4).

Finally, the comparison of dual and anodal tDCS revealed
higher ECM values in the left dPCC and adjacent SMA during
dual stimulation and the vermis of the cerebellum during anodal
stimulation (all p � 0.05, Monte-Carlo corrected).

Discussion
This sham-controlled randomized study revealed differential
effects of bihemispheric versus unihemispheric motor cortex
stimulation on task-related and resting-state fMRI in healthy
older adults. Independent of performance, task-related activ-
ity was stronger in bilateral M1 during dual compared with
unihemispheric anodal tDCS when subjects tapped with left or
right index fingers. tDCS-induced activity changes were partly
explained by microstructural properties of transcallosal motor
fibers, indicating the importance of interhemispheric interac-
tions for tDCS effects. Furthermore, both active tDCS condi-
tions counteracted the age-related lack of inhibition of the
nondominant hemisphere during resting-state fMRI, whereas
dual tDCS selectively modulated connectivity of the cingulate
cortex.

Task-related activity
The main finding of our task-related analysis was more pro-
nounced activity in bilateral M1 during dual compared with uni-
hemispheric anodal tDCS. Those results were specific for M1,
because tDCS did not yield significant changes in premotor cor-
tices. We deliberately chose a simple task, in which performance
was not modified by tDCS. If behavior had been influenced by
tDCS, it would have been virtually impossible to disentangle
tDCS and performance effects on BOLD signal changes. Based on
electrophysiological investigations that suggest differential ef-
fects of anodal and cathodal tDCS on M1 excitability (Mordillo-
Mateos et al., 2012), concordant modulations of activity in

Figure 2. ROI analysis. Comparing task-related � values of left index finger tap (“tap L”), right index finger tap (“tap R”) and no-go during dual, anodal and sham tDCS.
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bilateral M1 in our study seemed surprising at first glance. We
had originally hypothesized that cathodal tDCS of right M1 (con-
currently applied with anodal tDCS of left M1 in the dual setup)
would yield a more focused pattern of brain activation in this
area. However, our results suggest that dual tDCS not simply
exerts mutually amplifying “anodal plus cathodal” effects. Like-
wise, because left M1 received anodal stimulation in both active
tDCS conditions, differential effects of anodal and dual tDCS
observed in left M1 cannot be merely explained by “direct”
polarity-specific alterations of the cortex underneath the elec-
trodes, but rather by modulations of interhemispheric interac-
tions affecting bilateral M1. It should be noted in this context that
the interpretation of task-related BOLD signal changes is chal-
lenging because both “activation” and “inhibition” can poten-
tially yield BOLD signal increases (Lauritzen et al., 2012). As a
complement to the task-related data, our resting state analysis
(discussed in detail below) demonstrated connectivity increases
in prefrontal areas ipsilateral to the anode and decreases in several
areas contralateral to the anode including M1. Those results
point toward rebalancing effects on age-dependent deterioration
of interhemispheric inhibition (Vallesi et al., 2010), and the ob-
served task-related dual effects can be interpreted as complex,
synergistic bihemispheric modulations.

Figure 3. Correlations of laterality indices and fractional anisotropy. Correlating FA of transcallosal motor fibers and task-related laterality index changes induced by (A) dual and (B) anodal tDCS.
Tap L, Left index finger tap; tap R, right index finger tap.

Table 1. Resting-state ECM analysis: results of paired t tests

Region kE Z value x y z

Dual versus sham
L middle frontal gyrus 31 3.81 �38 42 26
L superior/middle frontal gyrus 33 3.43 �17 18 50
L dorsal posterior cingulate cortex 61 3.76 0 �36 26
R frontal operculum/insula 38 �4.46 46 �3 15
R parietal operculum/insula 46 �3.51 43 �18 20
R hippocampus/parahippocampal gyrus 44 �4.45 17 �24 �10
Culmen (cerebellum) 39 �3.68 0 �48 �2

Anodal versus sham
L caudate nucleus 41 4.71 �17 27 9
L middle occipital/fusiform gyrus 34 3.57 �38 �60 �2
L middle/inferior frontal gyrus 73 3.40 �49 45 1
R precentral gyrus (somatosensory) 45 �3.78 17 �27 64
R hippocampus/parahippocampal gyrus 33 �3.69 14 �24 �10
R middle/inferior temporal gyrus 35 �3.52 49 �39 6
R precuneus 87 �3.47 6 �66 28

Dual versus anodal
L dorsal posterior cingulate cortex 35 3.46 �6 �30 31
Culmen (cerebellum) 61 �3.70 �3 �63 �2

Location and size of clusters with significantly increased (positive Z values) or decreased (negative Z values) Eigen-
vector centrality contrasting the tDCS conditions.

kE � cluster extent (number of voxels); x-y-z � coordinates of peak voxels in Talairach space.
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Correlations between tDCS-induced laterality changes and
microstructure of transcallosal M1 connections seen in our study
further underline the importance of interhemispheric interplay.
Interestingly, significant correlations between FA and changes in
laterality were only observed for left tap, which fits well with the
hypothesis that tDCS-induced effects on the M1 contralateral to
the anode position are mediated by transcallosal fibers (Perez and
Cohen, 2009). FA reductions have been linked to age-related
white matter degeneration (Sullivan et al., 2010) also present in
our group of older subjects (compare FA values with those of
young healthy subjects) (Wahl et al., 2007), and more pro-
nounced microstructural deterioration was associated with re-
duced effects of the stimulation (cf. Lindenberg et al., 2012b).

Two previous studies investigated task-related activity
changes of unihemispheric tDCS using simultaneous fMRI and 2
min of continuous stimulation (Kwon and Jang, 2011) or on/off
paradigms with even shorter durations (Antal et al., 2011). In our
study, the task commenced after direct current had been applied
constantly for �20 min and continued throughout the task.
Furthermore, we recruited older adults, whereas the previous
investigations included younger subjects. Such methodological
differences as well as heterogeneous tasks and fMRI designs ren-
der direct comparison difficult. During sham, task-related activ-
ity yielded intermediate values in between changes induced by
dual and anodal tDCS. However, due to substantial interindi-
vidual variability (see SEM in Fig. 2), activity in M1 during sham
tDCS was not significantly different from either of the active
stimulation conditions, as described previously for unihemi-
spheric tDCS (Antal et al., 2011). Therefore, it is even more re-
markable that the comparison of unihemispheric and
bihemispheric tDCS yielded highly significant results in this
study.

A potential limitation of our study may be possible interac-
tions between word-generation and subsequent choice reaction
time tasks because cognitive and motor exercises have been
shown to change M1 excitability differentially (Antal et al., 2007).
However, we demonstrated that M1 activity was not influenced
by tDCS during the language task participants underwent before
performing the motor task. In addition, interactions would have
been similar during the two active stimulation conditions in our
study. Since in our main analysis of the choice reaction time
task-related data, we directly compared those tDCS conditions
with each other, it seems unlikely that potential interactions con-
founded this aspect of the results.

Low-frequency oscillations
The resting-state analysis demonstrated altered connectivity
within a multimodal network using an approach that allows in-
vestigating spontaneous low-frequency oscillations across the en-
tire brain without a priori hypotheses (Lohmann et al., 2010).
Both anodal and dual tDCS yielded widespread polarity-
dependent network modulations. Compared with sham, various
cortical and subcortical left-hemispheric areas (i.e., ipsilateral to
the anode during both active tDCS conditions) showed increased
ECM values, whereas a decrease was found in several right-
hemispheric regions (i.e., contralateral to the anode during both
conditions and ipsilateral to the cathode during dual tDCS).
Contrary, anodal tDCS applied to the left inferior frontal cortex
yielded network-specific increases and decreases of ECM values
in both hemispheres (Meinzer et al., 2012). Therefore, polarity-
dependent intrahemispheric modulations of low-frequency fluc-
tuations cannot be considered a general effect of tDCS, but may
be specific for M1 stimulation. More specifically, anodal and dual
tDCS yielded a decrease of ECM values in right motor cortices
compared with sham, indicating a functional decoupling of those
areas. Similar effects have been described previously for cathodal
tDCS using a seed-based approach (Polania et al., 2011a). As a
complement, anodal tDCS has been shown to yield reductions in
remote cortical connections of the target M1 using graph-
theoretical analyses of resting-state data (Polania et al., 2011c).
Notably, although unihemispheric anodal tDCS induced changes
in the vicinity of the hand knob (i.e., homologous to the con-
tralateral stimulation site) in our current study, dual tDCS effects
were observed in opercular regions. Together with alterations of
task-related activity and effects discussed below, this points to-
ward more complex bihemispheric modulations caused by dual
tDCS.

Previous resting-state fMRI studies demonstrated decreased
functional connectivity of cingulate and premotor areas (Wu et
al., 2007) and reduced interhemispheric inhibition in aging (Lan-
gan et al., 2010). In this context, tDCS-induced connectivity de-
creases in M1 and premotor areas of the right hemisphere and
ipsilateral hippocampus (i.e., contralateral to the anode in both
the dual and anodal tDCS condition), observed in our group of
older subjects can be interpreted as reversal of age-related effects
on interhemispheric connectivity. “Rebalancing” an imbalance
in interhemispheric interplay has also been proposed to be an
important feature of tDCS interventions after stroke (Schlaug et
al., 2008). It provides the basis for downregulating the contral-

Figure 4. Eigenvector centrality mapping analysis. Paired t tests of whole brain low-frequency fluctuation contrasting (A) dual versus sham tDCS [Talairach coordinates of slices are x��39; x�
�2; y ��20; x � 45], (B) anodal versus sham tDCS [x ��39; x � 4; y ��28; z � 62], and (C) dual versus anodal tDCS [x � 0]. Voxels were considered significant at p � 0.05, corrected for
multiple-comparisons using Monte-Carlo simulations. Clusters that exhibited enhanced ECM values are depicted in yellow to red (Z � 0 to Z � 4.71), those that exhibited decreased values in light
to dark blue (Z � 0 to Z � �4.46).
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esional M1 in combination with upregulating ipsilesional M1
spared by the lesion in chronic stroke patients (Lindenberg et al.,
2010; Bolognini et al., 2011).

In addition to decreased connectivity in regions of the right
hemisphere, an increase of ECM values could be observed in the
contralateral rostral and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, i.e., ipsi-
lateral to the anode in both active stimulation conditions. This
region is part of a “frontoparietal control network” that links
default mode and attention networks (Spreng et al., 2013), so that
tDCS-induced modulations can be interpreted as a network-
independent cross-modal effects.

Most strikingly, however, dual tDCS resulted in significantly
higher ECM values in the left cingulate cortex compared with
sham or anodal tDCS. The cluster comprised the posterior bor-
der of the caudal cingulate motor area and extended into the
dPCC. This latter region is tightly connected with the cingulate
motor areas, which in turn project to premotor cortices (Vogt et
al., 2006). Hence, our data indicate that the concurrent modula-
tion of bihemispheric M1 excitability yields a strengthening of the
dPCC as a major hub that “regulates skeletomotor functions”
(Vogt et al., 2006), a unique feature of dual tDCS.

With physiological aging the PCC becomes less connected
structurally (Zhu et al., 2012) and functionally (Andrews-Hanna
et al., 2007), a finding even more prominent in neurodegenera-
tive dementia (Greicius et al., 2004). Therefore, future studies
may explore potential beneficial dual tDCS effects on cognition
as well.

Conclusions
This study suggests that both anodal and dual tDCS can poten-
tially be used to counteract age-related impairment of interhemi-
spheric interactions. Unihemispheric lesions of the motor system
yield an even more pronounced imbalance of interhemispheric
interactions (Murase et al., 2004), which explains the beneficial
effects of unihemispheric (Hummel et al., 2005) or bihemi-
spheric tDCS (Lindenberg et al., 2010) on motor recovery after
stroke. Differential effects of bihemispheric compared with uni-
hemispheric stimulation may not merely be mediated by a “sim-
ple” add-on effect of anodal and cathodal stimulation, but rather
due to synergistic bihemispheric network modulations involving
the left dPCC, a major hub mediating motor control.
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